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Comprehensive Musicianship 
=Literate Tradition + Aural Tradition 

Literate Tradition Aural Tradition 

Fundamental Characteristics 
•Interpretation of written notation 
•‘Consumer’ of music 

•Spontaneous creation of melody 
•Ability to play a familiar tune by ear; ability to reproduce 
on the instrument sounds heard 
•Producer of music 

Values (What’s important) 
•Accuracy of re-creation; deviations from the printed notation 
to be avoided at all costs 
•Product 
•Working as a member of a team (the ensemble) 

•Invention, imagination, originality of the musical creation 
‘Mistakes’ are seen as opportunities, essential to the 
process of experimentation and discovery. 
•Process 
•Individuality; uniqueness 
 

Pluses 

•Good technique and musical literacy opens the door to a 
huge body of written literature 
•Suitable for playing in traditional groups: band, orchestra, 
chamber music 
•Wealth of pedagogical material 
•Pedagogical tradition establishes correct and efficient habits 
on instrument 
•Relatively easy to assess/judge/criticize 
•Preservation of tradition 
•Groups and literature familiar to audiences 

•Fosters versatility, flexibility, ability to respond to the 
moment, deal with many styles 
•Highly motivating 
•Self-expression 
•Fun, enjoyable, confidence-building 
•Develops advanced musicianship skills 
•Ability to create own music, suited to individual abilities, 
needs, and tastes, not dependent on existing literature 
•Renewal of tradition 
•Technical material includes that required for ‘classical’ lit 
and more 
 

Minuses 

•Reading notes is scary to a novice 
•No self-expression 
•Without written music, no playing possible 
•Without group to play in, no playing 
•Boredom can set in 
•Pressure to achieve; stress in performance 
•Lack of practical understanding of theory behind the music 
•Lack of ability to play by ear, compose, or improvise 
•Relative narrowness of stylistic ability 

•Playing without ink is scary to a novice (except children) 
•Like languages, training is best when it starts early 
•Sessions can seem chaotic, ‘messy’ 
•Assessment requires rethinking from traditional model 
•Teachers who have no experience will have to learn 
along with the students 
•Scarcity of nonjazz pedagogical material 
•Exclusive aural training neglects ability to interpret written 
notation 

Technique/practice 
Major, minor, and chromatic scale and arpeggios; played up 
and down in 1, 2 or 3 octaves. 
Considered a boring if necessary evil; avoided when possible, 
endured when not. 

Many kinds of scales, modes, patterns, arpeggios, including 
major, minor (natural, melodic, harmonic, Dorian, etc), 
dom7, altered dom., dim., aug., and more.  
Practiced creatively with many variations.  
Life long learning, development, interest. 



Music Theory 
Not required to interpret notation.  
Separate from performance.  
More historical than practical; principally concerned with 
traditional 19th century theory. 
 

Practical understanding of melodic and harmonic material, 
form, & motivic development is an essential part of the 
process.  
Much theory is personally discovered and assimilated by 
listening and trial and error.  

Tone/Timbre 
Conformity highly encouraged, timbre changes (e.g. mutes, 
effects) as dictated in the notation 

Individual; distinct; integrated use of extended techniques 
such as fluttertongue, trills, mutes, glissando, etc. 

Rhythm 
Relatively rudimentary rhythmic abilities, both in ‘feel’ and 
reading.  
Highly complex notation requires considerable study to re-
create. 

Advanced rhythmic feel from exposure to and practice of 
many kinds of music, including jazz, Latin, African, 
percussion, use of electronic/CD/computer 
accompaniment. Rhythmic development especially due to 
process of keeping a pulse while inventing rhythms 
spontaneously. Highly complex rhythmic variation and 
embellishment are a basic feature of individual phrasing. 

Style 
Traditional ‘classical’ orchestral and band literature Jazz, pop, rock, folk/world, plus personal style. Classical 

styles can be emulated for study purposes and deeper 
learning. 

Aural Ability 
Pitch discrimination required for tuning, matching dynamics 
in performance. Classroom work may require solfege, 
dictation and other aural training. 
 

Ability to hear a pitch and remember and reproduce it (via 
transcription or call and response).  
Ability to respond to improvisation collaborator 
instantaneously.  
Listener can learn from all sound sources. 

Process 

Re-creation of printed notation Experimentation, exploration, creative thinking, free play, 
creation of music, spontaneous interplay 

Motivation 

Extrinsic (grade); camaraderie; initially – love of the process Intrinsic; Love of the process 

Composition 

Separation of performer and composer 
Players do not normally compose 

Composition is an essential part of the aural tradition 
Integration of performer and composer 

Role of Player in Group 

Replaceable ‘cog’ Individual voice and personality of player is an 
essential feature of improvised music 

 


